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Problem statement
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 South African department of energy (DoE) plans to increase the wind power

generation through the integrated resource plan (IRP) through the

renewable energy Independent Power Producer Procurement Program

(REIPPPP)

 Wind integration into the grid is governed by the grid code

 The grid code does not provide the active power upper limit for

disconnecting renewable power plants

 During a voltage sag event, Independent Power Producers (IPPs) prefer to

disconnect WECS to prevent electrical and mechanical component failure

 Sudden disconnection of Wind Energy Conversion Systems (WECSs) is a

threat to the transient stability and might initiate a blackout if not regulated
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Objectives
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 Demonstrate the impact of sudden disconnections of WECS on

transient stability

 Motivate for the update of the SA grid code to align with the

increase in WECS capacity

 Propose a STATCOM as one of the solutions for improving low

voltage ride through capability of a PMSG based WECS wind

farm

 Review some of the existing low voltage ride through (LVRT)

methods
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Transient stability
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LoadGeneration

Faults

Load shading

Disconnections of

WECSs

Machine Faults

Transient stability

-The ability of the system to remain stable after sudden changes in active power

-Transient instability can lead to a blackout



IPP vs the Grid
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Where H is the inertia constant; 

Ѡo the initial speed of the rotor; 

t is the time; 

Pm is the mechanical power;

Pe is the electrical power;

Pa is the net power; 

δ is the angle of the angle of the 

internal electro-magnetomotive 

force of the generator

X is the equivalent reactance of the line; 

E’ is the synchronous machine terminal voltage; 

Pmax is the maximum transmittable power and

V the infinite grid voltage.

Where Pt is the machine side active power;

Pg is the grid side active power;

VDC is the DC-link voltage; and

C is the DC-link capacitance

Figure 3: Single machine infinite bus system 



Basic Principle of a STATCOM
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Centralized solution: STATCOM Decentralized methods

Introduce a resistor in the DC-link

to the dissipate the access power 

DC-link voltage control 

Increase/decrease DC-link voltage set-point in 

response to PCC voltage changes

Pitch control

increase or decrease turbine power in 

response to grid side active power changes
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Where S is the apparent power;

Q is the reactive power; 

V1 is the inverter voltage; 

V2 is the grid voltage; 

X is the reactance of the transformer and 

δ is the angle between V1 and V2.



The SA grid code
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Figure 2: Required active power response to frequency changes for RPPs Figure 1: LVRT requirements for RPPs according to the SA grid 

code 

-For RPP with capacities > 20MWA

-Upper limit ? 



Power system 
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Figure 4: System overview

-Three phase fault

-Cleared after 100ms

-50 PMSG units

-Each unit has an active power

rating of 3MW

-Represent a typical coal fired plant

-Unit has an apparent power

rating of 810MWA



Case 1: STACOM in/out
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Figure 5: PCC voltage in scenarios where the STATCOM is in/out of operation
Figure 6: Rotor angle of the synchronous machine: for the cases with and 

without STATCOM at the PCC

STATCOM improved the Low voltage ride through capability of 

the PMSG base wind farm and the 
STATCOM thus improved the transient stability of the grid



Case 2: PMSG WECSs in/out
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Figure 7: PCC voltage in the scenarios where the wind farm is in/out of 

service
Figure 8: Synchronous machine rotor angle

-The benefit of installation of a PMSG based wind farm is that it improves the transient stability of 

the grid during the fault

-Disconnecting during the fault worsens the problem as sudden active power is removed from the grid

-That can lead to a cascading effect where all machines suddenly disconnect thus leading to a black 

out



Conclusion
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 WECSs sudden disconnections might lead to a blackout if the 

grid code is not updated

 WECSs are disconnected to prevent mechanical and electrical 

component damage

 WECSs improves the transient stability of the grid if not 

suddenly disconnected during a low voltage event

 STATCOM improves the low voltage ride through capability of 

a wind farm and thus improve the transient stability of the grid
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Thank you
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